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Switzerland - The UN Migration Agency (IOM) reports that
101,210 migrants and refugees entered Europe by sea in 2017 through 3 July, with
almost 85 per cent arriving in Italy and the remainder divided between Greece,
Cyprus and Spain. This compares with 231,503 arrivals across the region through 3
July 2016.

IOM Rome spokesperson Flavio Di Giacomo reported that on Friday, 30 June, 80
survivors brought to the Italian port of Brindisi told IOM staff that their dinghy with
approximately 140 people on board capsized; an estimated 60 migrants went
missing. Di Giacomo noted that, through the first six months of 2017, only in
January did fewer migrants arrive on Italian shores than did in each of the first six
months of 2016. Except for the month of April, this year’s flows have also exceeded
all the arrivals reported in 2015. (See chart below.)
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IOM Libya's Christine Petré reported that on 3 July the remains of four men of
African origin were retrieved by the Libyan Red Crescent in Tajura, east of Tripoli.
So far this year, the remains of 340 men, women and children have been found
along the coast of Libya while this year over 10,000 migrants have been rescued in
Libyan waters.

With these latest reports, the IOM Missing Migrants Project (MMP) noted total
deaths on the Mediterranean this year are approaching 2,250. Although that figure
trails the number of deaths (2,963) that were recorded at this time last year, it
nonetheless marks the fourth consecutive year migrant deaths on the
Mediterranean Sea have exceeded 2,000.

Worldwide, the IOM Missing Migrants Project (MMP) reports that there have been
3,047 fatalities through 2 July this year (see chart below) with the Mediterranean
region accounting for the largest proportion of deaths – almost three quarters of the
global total.

In the past few days, MMP regional figures have added: 60 missing in the Central
Mediterranean as reported by survivors disembarked in Brindisi, Italy; nine bodies
recovered during last week’s rescue operations and taken to Catania, Italy, by a
Swedish Coast Guard ship; two drownings in Rio Bravo and four bodies retrieved in
Tajura, Libya.

For the latest Mediterranean Update
infographic: http://migration.iom.int/docs/MMP/040717_Mediterranean_Update.pdf
For latest arrivals and fatalities in the Mediterranean, please
visit: http://migration.iom.int/europe
Learn more about the Missing Migrants Project at: http://missingmigrants.iom.int

For further information, please contact:
Joel Millman at IOM HQ, Tel: +41 79 103 8720, Email: jmillman@iom.int
Flavio Di Giacomo at IOM Italy, Tel: +39 347 089 8996, Email: fdigiacomo@iom.int
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Kelly Namia at IOM Greece, Tel: +30 210 991 2174, Email: knamia@iom.int
 Julia Black at IOM GMDAC, Tel: +49 30 278 778 27, Email: jblack@iom.int

 Christine Petré at IOM Libya, Tel: +216 29 240 448, Email: chpetre@iom.int
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